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SIGHTINGS
ELF-Electromagnetic Disease Transmission
From Youth Action News
by C.B. Baker, February, 1992

The physics and engineering behind electromagnetic disease transmission is truly amazing. Back
in 1974, Soviet biologist A.P. Dubrov reported that "all living organisms emit gravitational
(electromagnetic) waves." Dubrov recited data from his own experiments with polarizing
microscopes (which divide light into its components for easier observation) to support his claim
that high-frequency oscillations, or rhythmic movements, of the cell's molecules, can generate
biogravitational electromagnetic waves and can propagate (transmit) them over long distances.
Dubrov discovered that photons as well as ultrasonic sound can be observed emanating from
cells as they divide. He then made an association between these rhythmic events and
biogravitational electromagnetic waves, and proposed that the human brain cold coordinate these
waves to produce observable effects. Dubrov further suggested that the movement of distant
objects, air ionization during mental activity, the 'mysterious' exposure of distant film, organic
interaction with time, and the altering of molecular movement occurs through this process. In
other words, Dubrov said that human consciousness could coordinate the organism's gravitational
electromagnetic waves emitted by dividing cells and thereby produce any number of psi
phenomena.
The little known but extremely important work of V.P. Kaznachayev in the former Soviet Union
has not been lost on the military establishment either. Kaznachayev took tissue from a chicken
embryo and divided it into portions and placed them in isolated metal containers, each of which
was equipped with quartz windows that permitted optical contact between the chicken embryo
cultures. Containers with plain glass windows were used for the 'control group.'
In experiments with the embryo cultures involving the use of various toxic agents such as a virus,
a poisonous chemical, or lethal doses of radiation, the Soviet researchers demonstrated
conclusively that a death signal was transmitted from an infected tissue culture to a non-infected
culture.
Of all the tissues cultures in containers with the plain glass windows, only the infected cultures
died. In the case of those in containers with quartz windows, a 'mirror' effect was observed and
cells began to die in the non-infected containers. This mirror effect occurred whether the lethal
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agent had been a virus, a chemical, or lethal radiation.
When the tissues were given a virus as an infective agent, the cultures began to die within 36
hours. The non-infected tissue began to discolor and die 12 hours later. Measuring devices
utilizing photomultiplier tubes proved that "ultraviolet radiation emanated from the diseased
tissue, passed through the quartz window, and infected the other tissue."
Lt. Col. Thomas Bearden, considered a leading authority of Tesla and ELF weapons said,
The Kaznachayev experiments (in the former Soviet Union) show that the dying cells
from the infected culture emitted photons in the near ultraviolet wave length that
contained artificial (structural) potential. The virtual state, patterned substructures in
this photon flux directly represented the cell's specific infection. In other words, as the
infected cells died, they emitted 'death photons' which contained the template pattern
of their death condition.
When these death photons are absorbed into uninfected cells, their deterministic
substructures gradually diffuse into the cells' bio-potentials. The bio-potentials of the
new cells are charged up with the integrated pattern of the disease. As the
bio-potentials of the cells gradually acquire the death photon's substructured pattern,
this pattern is also diffused throughout (and modulates) the master cellular control
system. All the cells in the sample (or in a biosystem) are now slowly charging up
with the death photon pattern.
As irradiation by the death photons continues, the 'death structure' in the irradiated
cells increases. It is spread throughout the cell culture by the master communications
system, gradually charging the virtual state structure of the system with the death
pattern (even though no virus, chemical, or radiation is present).
Spillage photons, from the cellular control system, occur throughout the culture.
These photons are structured with the death pattern (originally given off by the nearby
infected culture), and gradually affect the cell and its biochemistry physically. The
previously uninfected cells thus physically start to acquire and exhibit the exact
symptoms and characteristics of the disease pattern that killed the infected cells. The
new cells are now electromagnetically infected and physically diseased (even thought
there is no virus, bacteria, or radiation present.
Col. Bearden reported that scientists at the University of Marburg in Germany duplicated the
same effect in the infrared (IR):
Bearden postulates that the possibility that such harmonics and subharmonics are
directly involved in the death pattern:
If so, the induction of such death patterns upon normal electromagnetic
carriers is directly indicated. In that case, a large population could be
bombarded, even on the other side of the Earth, with death photons whose
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virtual state substructures carry the particular disease pattern (being
transmitted).
With sufficient time, many of the targeted persons would develop the disease called
for in the death photon electromagnetic template...
Even if the power and/or irradiation time is reduced so that the absorbed
death photons are insufficient to actually kindle the disease in the targeted
population, a heightened change in the substructure of the biopotentials of
the cells of the targeted persons is still accomplished. In that case, a
precursor pattern --- a predisposition for that particular disease -- exists in
the targeted persons.
If the actual disease agent (viral or bacterial) is then loosed on the target
population, the agent will be far more infectious and lethal than it
otherwise would. In this way, even diseases which normally do not kill or
seriously debilitate the infected person can suddenly become very lethal
agents indeed.
The Kaznachayev discoveries are reported to be the basis for much of the Russian
electromagnetic biological warfare program. Beardon reported that Kaznachayev is
closely connected with the Institute of Physiology and Biophysics and the Frank
Institute in Pushkino:
Since these institutions are deeply involved in microwave and coherent
microwave 'directed energy weapons', it is probable that Kaznachayev's
death photon discovery is being incorporated into these electromagnetic
weapons programs.
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